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The New You

- Anish Ghosh

We live in a world where change is constant.
Yet, we wonder how similar our worlds are,
Within the four quadrants of our heart.
We embrace change, but are we ready for it?
What could've changed our lives in the last one minute,
It is a bygone. What matters is what lies ahead.
Feel the sunshine on your cheek and march on,
Do wonders with the pen, yet know how to swing your sword.
Run, fly, do whatever makes you smile,
Just never give up and stop on the aisle.
Freedom is what you make of it,
And there's life, strides as you take it.
Dive into knowledge, beyond the periscope depth,
And empower yourself, like there's no tomorrow.
Throw caution to winds and take the leap of faith,
Stretch your wings and fly past futile barriers of the mind,
Never settle on your backyard of wisdom,
For only the sailor knows how deep the ocean is.
Admire the New You, not the self you hold back,
The fiend, beyond the hemispheres of intellect,
Reflect on what makes you strong, you need not be the best,
Feel the ground below your feet and rise above the rest.
Up your game, while it lasts; liabilities, you keep an eye,
Keep the door wide open, as you bid goodbye.

ABC OF PLACES

- Poulami & Kavya

Gallery Hopping
While some of us love going out to restaurants hoping and making the
most of the city's various entertainment possibilities, we know that others
would love nothing more than a day spent admiring artworks and
deciphering their abstract hues in an art gallery. So, for all you art
aficionados, here's our guide to the city's top 3 offbeat art spaces.
Venkatappa Art Gallery - With halls dedicated to stone sculptures,
pottery, clay articles, and wood carvings, this is one art space where you
can spend a whole day, admiring over 600 paintings depicting the beauty
of Ooty Lake and Nilgiris.
Crimson Art Gallery - Featuring a huge list of artists from M F Husain to
Murali Cheeroth, this classy gallery tries to portray the different styles and
genres of Indian art.
Indian Cartoon Gallery - The Indian Institute of Cartoonists' gallery was
established as a way to honor some of India's greatest cartoonists,
including Mario De Miranda, as well as lesser-known greats like V. G.
Narendra, Z & B. G. Gujjarappa, and others.

HAL Aerospace Museum
Not only for aviation enthusiasts but also for the general public, the entire
experience is nothing short of enthralling. Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.
Aerospace museum is one of Bangalore's most popular tourist
destinations. All of this while also giving them a view of some of the Indian
Air Force's most powerful assets.
The exhibits, which cover an area of 4 acres, are entirely dedicated to
aeronautical structures. These public displays are split into two halls.
Everything concerning the evolution of aeronautics, aviation, and
aerospace engineering can be seen in the first hall. In the second hall real
models of numerous ancient and new aircraft, their parts, engines, and
much more can be found which include various MIGs, combat planes, and
helicopters can be seen.
Tip - When there, you must try the flight simulator and go to the mock
ATC tower!

Innovative Film City
Well as the name doesn’t suggest, the Innovative Film City isn’t just a
regular film city but an amusement park with some twists. It’s a theme
park for the movie buffs in us. Located just outside the city of Bengaluru,
this place opens the door to nostalgia. A place to eat, walk, ride fun rides,
have picnics, and do so much more. This place has to offer something for
people of all ages- glamourous movies to good old cartoons. Every now
and then one can find this place set up to celebrate the Indian festivals
with pomp and show. What better way to spend your Pongal than spend
it in the Pongal Village or maybe your next Halloween? All this, and to
think it was just another theme park!

A Sharky Review!
- Kavya Jain
Hello folks, today we'll be talking about India's most trending reality
show; no, not Bigg Boss! You know what? Let me just address the
elephant in the room, or shall I say the shark in the room? Yes, you
guessed it right, Shark Tank! For those who are so busy with your
assignments that you don't know what's happening in the outside
world, let me quickly tell you what the show is all about (Spoiler Alert:
It's got nothing to do with sharks ☹).
So, Shark Tank India is a reality television show that airs as the Indian
adaptation of the wildly-popular entrepreneurial western reality show
Shark Tank. The show revolves around entrepreneurs pitching their
company ideas to 'sharks,' or investors, who then determine whether or
not to fund their venture.
My first request to all of you is to stop comparing the show with its
western contemporaries, which makes it feel very scripted and a bit
dumbed down! And all the credit for this goes to none other than Sony
Liv. In an attempt to hit the TRP records, the show has been given a desi
flavour, and by that, I mean the editing is done like typical saas-bahu
shows, but hey, it's still an upgrade from a show like "Naagin," so look at
the brighter side maybe?
Talking about the judges, Ashneer Grover (founder of BharatPe) tries
but fails to be the confident, bottom-line merchant that Mr. Wonderful
is in the original. The founder of Shaadi.com, Anupam Mittal, talks in a
charmingly deep baritone that adds a bit of calm and class to this
cockfight, but the Indian panel has little to offer that would make it
memorable.
However, what truly makes Shark Tank so drool-worthy is that
entrepreneurs from both sides of the aisle appear on the show. It
implies that there is equality in terms of knowledge that can be shared.
There are no gurus here, only folks who have hustled, bustled, and
triumphed. It's a pedagogic triumph to take people only known to their
peers and crowded spaces on LinkedIn to television screens that
avowedly highlight them as fresh Indian faces of the modern business's
in a country fixated on historic giants as the Tatas, Birlas, Reliance, and
other business houses. Indians have a hard time processing such
cultural change, but with a television show that puts entrepreneurs at
the center of the pie, maybe, just maybe, they'll find the romance in it all.

HONEST RESOLUTIONS
- Viraj Nikale
Yes, guys, It's that time of the year. The one where our
resolutions of 2019 are pending, but we're still going to make new
ones for 2022 because we never learn. The time when everyone is
going to be like, "Bro, new year, new me," while the only thing
new is going to be the extra 10 pounds that you swore you would
lose. But don't worry, you can always blame it on the pandemic ;)
Let's face it; New year resolutions are nothing but our way to
enjoy the last week of the year guilt-free, don't @ me. People out
there be like, "NeXt yEaR I'm gOinG tO bE mOrE sInCeRe" Oh
shut up, Ramesh, we both know you're lying.
We say, "I'm going to reduce drinking next year," but "Happy
hours, birthdays, weekends don't count" is silent. We say, "I'm
going to save more money next year," but deep down, we know
we're going to end up on an online shopping spree after a minor
inconvenience. But my favorite part is how we're so packed with
optimism while making these resolutions, just as complete as a gym
during the first two weeks of January.
However, with all the crazy disappointments, we will make
unrealistic resolutions this year too, but that's the beauty of it,
our belief in the fresh start that lies ahead of us. So, grab your
pens and jot down the same resolutions you wrote back in 2018,
and I hope you get it right this year. Meanwhile, let's look at some
"Honest" Resolutions of team SymBeat.

Join &
fight for
the animal
rights
cause. I’m
hosting a
barbecue
next
weekend.
-Prudvi

Write
the
correct
year in
date
-Barbie

In 2022 I'm
gonna eat
the same
junk food
but maybe
feel a little
more guilty
about it.
-Viraj

I am thinking of
replacing my
daily dose of milk
chocolate with
dark chocolate.
-Sayphali

My resolution for
2022 is to catchup
up on my
resolutions of
2019,2020 & 2021
-Ayushkumar

My resolution is to
workout
everyday... for the
first week of Jan.
-Esha

I wish to
persist in
doing great
things this New
Year, like
pretending
everything's
fine when it's
not. Been
there, done
that.

-Anish

My new year's
resolution is to
go outside.
Among people
- Sanghamitra.

To have
dark
chocolate
with
people
outside.
-Lakshya

Wake
up at
sunrise,
not
sunset.
-Visishta

New year's
resolution for
2022? I thought
this was 2019…
-Chandraneela

I resolve to come
with better
excuses than
network issues for
my online classes!
-Kavya

My resolution of
2022 is to talk
more and shy less.
-Shreyash

My New year
resolution
for 2022 is
that I will
take the
resolution
for 2023
seriously
-Poulami

My new year
resolution is
to be off
sugar, off
non-veg and
off fast food
but most of
all not to lie
-Souvik
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